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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS
UK-SCIENTIFIC Ltd. Offers many setups for recording and reconstructing a hologram, and the U-10A is
the simplest one and can done by students in the
school, college ad university.
By using the UO-11 , student can learn many topics
as; imaging, object beam, reference beam, laser handling, shutter and control, beam splitter, mirrors, special filter mirrors and reflection, scattering, film and
plate, chemical processing, dark room, laser safety
and hazards, chemical hazards, vibration and vibration
isolation and magnetic holders.
The UO-11 contains the items:
Optical bench 450x600

1

He-Ne laser of 5 mW with its power supply

1

Laser holder

1

Shutter with its controller

1

Magnetic foot with shafts holders

6

Mirror holder

3

Mirrors front surface

2

Mirror front surface large

1

Beam splitter

1

Beam splitter holder

1

Special filter body

1

Microscope objective

1

Pin hole 30 micron

1

Film or plate holder

1

Recording a transmission hologram

Recording a reflection hologram , no need for the large mirror
and the plate holder, but need to fix the plate holder to the table

Dark room equipment
Holographic plates
Processing trays

4

Plastic bottles

3

Funnel

1

Green safety light

1

Set of chemicals

1

Set of gloves

1

Reconstruction a transmission hologram . The object on right will
not use just put a side. When shining the processed photo plate
after be back in its place, one can see the object image shining as
it in its first place used during recording
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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS
To make a hologram; need to know:
1- what is a hologram?

Dichromates Very vivid holograms on jewellery, watches, etc. They are recorded on a light sensitive coating of
gel that contains dichromate.

It is a light wave interference pattern recorded on photographic film (or other suitable surface) that can produce a 3 dimensional image when illuminated properly.

5. What are the applications of holography?

2-How is a hologram made?

postage stamps, jewellery, etc.

A laser beam is split into two beams: The reference
beam is spread by a lens or curved mirror and aimed
directly at the film plate. The object beam is spread and
aimed at the object. The interact forming an interference pattern on the film. This is the hologram.

Security from Forgery Credit cards, tickets, etc.

Laser light is needed because it is made of coherent
waves (of same wavelength and phase). The principle of
holography was discovered in Britain by Dennis Gabor
in 1948. He was awarded the Nobel price for this discovery in the early 70's.
3-How is a hologram viewed?
When the hologram is illuminated from the original direction of the reference beam, a 3dimensional image of the
object appears where the object was originally. Some
holograms must be viewed with laser or monochromatic
(single color) light, and others with white light.
4. What are the main types of holograms?
Transmission Holograms: Viewable with laser light. They
are made with both beams approaching the film from the
SAME side.( as in this experiment)
Reflection (White Light) Holograms: Viewable with white
light from a suitable source such as spotlight, flashlight,
the sun, etc. They are made with the two beams approaching the holographic film from OPPOSITE sides.

Holographic Art-Holography museums, advertising,

Optical Devices Holographic lenses, diffraction gratings,
etc. These are holograms in which the "object" is a mirror or a lens. A flat mirror as an object
produces a diffraction grating. A lens or a concave mirror as the object produce a hologram that behaves LIKE
A LENS! These HOLOGRAPHIC LENSES are lighter
than traditional lenses and mirrors and they can be designed to perform more specialized functions such as
making the panel instruments of a car visible in the
windshield for enhanced safety. As those in aircraft
cockpits and calls HUD ( head up display).
Holographic Interferometry A very precise technique for
measuring changes in the dimensions of an object. Useful in industrial stress analysis, quality control, etc.
Pattern Recognition Using electro-optical devices with
computers to interpret what is "seen" by a machine.
Peacetime and military application of lasers and holographic optical devices.
Medical Applications Combining CAT scans into a 3dimensional image, A multiplex. Ultrasound holography,
etc.
Computer memory storage, holographic microscopy,
holographic radar, and many other applications.

Multiple channel holograms: Two or more images are
visible from different angles. There are different types of
multiple channel holograms:
Multiplex: A large number of "flat" pictures of a subject
viewed from different angles are combined into a single,
3-dimensional image of the object. A COMPOSED hologram.
Rainbow holograms: The same image appears in a different color when viewed from different angles.
Real Image Holograms :These are usually reflection
holograms made from a transmission original. The image dramatically projects IN FRONT OF THE PLATE
toward the viewer. Most holograms in holography museums are of this type. The procedure for making them is
quite elaborate and demands precise control of angles.
Mass Produced Holograms:
Embossed Made by stamping on foiled backed mylar
film using a metal master (most common method).
Polymer Made from light sensitive plastic. The Polaroid
Corporation mass produces holograms by this method.
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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS
MAKING A HOLOGRAM

Hazards signs

As we are going to use laser in making the hologram it is
good to have a look to laser safety.
Two main points need to take in consideration with laser, its
light which is so harmful to eye ( the He-Ne laser we use in
this experiment is not so harmful to skin) , so direct beam or
even scatter beam must be avoided to hit in any way the eye.
And the second point is the high voltage power supply so
avoid to try to open the case of the power supply and laser
head.
Another important thing is the working with chemicals ; we
will use the chemicals as developer and fixer in the processing of the holographic plates and films. Chemicals mostly
are toxic and need special precaution in dealing with, do not
forget to use gloves and avoid any touch with skin and sure
with eyes too.
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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS
HOLOGRAPHY SET UP
As we saw before there are may types of hologram, this
experiment will give us the simple way to make a transmission holograms which is the simplest one. After that
same system can develop by adding new items and using new methods to make other types of holograms.

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
I

The main point in making a hologram after safety is to
know that hologram is an interference pattern, the distances between the fringes are in order of angstroms ,
this means any small vibration during the exposure time
with move a bright fringe in to a place of dark one and
dark one in to a place of bright one.
For this reason a heavy and flat table tope use not in
holography only but in optics in general , all parts are
fixed on this table top either by screws or by magnet and
finally the table tope need to be isolated from the surrounding environment to avoid any vibration to leak to
the table top. This isolation generally done by using air
filled cushions or simply inner tubes that use with care
tiers or bicycles as air will act as a very good vibration
dumper . Some times and as in this experiment one can
use rubber or foam as dumper. And finally all the set up
including the table tope will set on a rigid table in the
laboratory.
If we see there is still vibration leaks from the table
where the experiment set on, one can add the inner
tube to absorb this vibration.
Checking the vibration is not difficult, the simplest way
for that is by using a Michelson interferometer, this can
got directly from UK-SCIENTIFIC Ltd. or any supplier or
can constructed by yourself using components in the
lab. or the components with this setup as shown in the
figure 4.

Figure 4 : Michelson interferometer for checking the vibration.
A laser beam will divert by mirror 5 to the beam splitter 10, which divides
the beam into two beams each hits one of the mirrors 11 & 12, and reflects
back to the beam splitter to combine it together. A lens L will project the
interference pattern to white paper hold by the plate holder 14 or to the
wall.

than the power supply to the main out late .
5– connect the shutter to the shutter control and the
shutter control to the main outlet.
6– switch on the laser to see its light hits the shutter
blade ( DO NOT LOOK TO THE REFLECTING OR
SCATTERING BEAM OF THE LASER)

The fringes from Michelson interferometer can visualize
easily, so If the fringes on the screen are stable when
we nock on the laboratory table this means that our set
up is good isolated from the surrounding environments.

7– Open the shutter ( refer to the shutter manual ) or
you can remove it now after aligning the laser that hits
the shutter bead and when it moves ( the shutter is on )
the laser light doesn't hit any part of the shutter.

Now let us start setting on the recording set up.

8– put the magnetic holders 15 on the table tope. As
shown in the figure

1– first set the laser head holder 2 in its place as in figure 5. And tied the holding screws.
2- Insert the laser head 1 and use the six screws 3 to
align the laser to be horizontal .
3- Insert the shutter 4 in its place and tide the screw,
keep the shutter blade in line with the laser head.
4– connect the laser head to the laser power supply and

9– insert the mirror 5 in one of the magnetic holders
and align its height to get the laser beam in its centre
( be careful not to steer the beam to one of your colleagues )
Align the mirror using its two aligning screws to get the
beam on line perpendicular to the laser .
10– insert the beam special filter 6 in one of the magnet-
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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS
clear laser spot . ( this will not simple at the first time and
will be more simple with time ).
11– insert the beam splitter 10 in its holder ( be careful
when titling the screws not tide it hard to avoid breaking
the beam splitters ) and insert it in one of the magnetic
holders.
Rotate it that the reflected beam hits the laser head.
12– fix the mirror 12 in one of the magnetic holders , an
fix it in a position in front of the laser beam ( which reflected toward the laser head from the beam splitter ).
Rotate the mirror so that the laser beam direct to ward
the corner of the table top.
13 fix the plate holder 14 one of the magnetic holders
and use a white paper instead of the plate ( or film ) to
find the laser beam.
13 fix the object holder and the object 13 in some way in
front of the plate
14 Fix the mirror 11 in one of the magnetic holders in
front of the beam splatter and direct the beam to the
object.
The reflected or scattered laser from the object must
shine or hit the plate.
Now every thing is ready to make the hologram . Put the
shutter off , select the required time , insert the plate or
film in the plate holder and press the shutter release
button to get an exposed plate which is ready for chemical processing.
Figure 6 : A diagram and a real set up of recording a hologram , the
base plate and all components needed to record the hologram. 1
Laser, 2 laser holder, 3 laser alignment screws, 4 Shutter, 5 Mirror, 6
Special filter, 10 beam splitter, 11 &12 Mirrors, 13 Object on holder, 14
Plate or film holder. All fixed on the table top.

ic holder, align it carefully that the laser beam goes
through the microscope objective and falls on the pinhole .
Use a peace of white paper in the front of the special
filter , try to move the unit as all to get the laser spot on
the white paper in front of the filter.
Now insert the pin hole in its place in front of the microscope objective lens 9 , move it in x and y direction using the two screws 7 till you get a spot of laser on the
white paper, now use the micrometre 8 to focus the objective lens 9 on the pin hole , use the two screws and
the micrometre together to get the best and the most

An important note; the plate or film is sensitive material
to light meanly the red light. So open its pack inset it in
its holder and after exposure hold it again to the dark
room for processing those all done in total darkness .

The dark room and the developing processing
The dark room from its name is a totally dark room
equipped with normal light to prepare the chemical under this light and a green safe light to process the plate .
Chemical Hazards
MOST CHEMICALS LISTED HERE ARE EITHER TOXIC OR
HAZARDOUS TO EYES AND SKIN. THE SOLUTIONS
SHOULD BE MADE BY {OR UNDER THE SUPERVISION
OF} A PERSON EXPERIENCED IN THE USE OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS
Chemical processing procedure can find it in the teacher
notes in this booklet .

RECONSTRUCTING ( VIEWING ) THE HOLOGRAM
After the recording, processing and getting the dry film
or plate, now we can expose it to normal light without
any effect as the fixer removed the unexposed materials
from the film or plate.
Bring back the film and plate and insert it in the same
place on the holographic set up.
Remove the object from its place.
Switch on the laser and look through the film to the direction where the object was.
Its amazing you can see the object in its place after you
removed it. Its not a photo ! Try to move your head in
any direction you can see the object as it was before
removing it. That is its hologram.
After this you can use any expanded laser beam with
same wavelength to construct the object not must the
same one used in recording .

Holographic images for the same object using
same setup, one can see the image of the object
from deferent angles as seeing a real object.
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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS
NOTES FOR THE TEACHER

to use under this light.

Beside the experiment procedure in the previous pages
where are some notes to the teachers and instructors to
assist them in handling the material to their students.

Distribute the developing and other chemical trays on
the dark room bench.

First we will repeat that the laser light is so hazard to the
eye, direct viewing or viewing the scattered lights, so
please take care when working with lasers and instruct
your student for this important point.
Do not plug or unplug the laser head from the power
supply while the second one is on line. And do not touch
the connectors even the power supply is off and unplugged , there are capacitors which store electrical
charges and can make a shook. We recommend strongly not t unplug the laser head cable from the power supply , you can keep it always plugged in.

Process the developing process by your self first according to the concentration of the chemicals, temperatures
and processing times.
Do not forget to use the gloves ( supplied ) during the
processing and chemical handling.
Instruct your student all the safety rules and ask or order
them to follow it.
Again, vibration kills the interference and so the hologram, fit
the heavy base plate in the centre on the foam, this foam
selected specially to absorb vibration , but still some can leak
so be careful when exposing the hologram,

To switch the laser on, push the switch inside and turn it
on, to switch it off, push the switch in and turn it off, without pushing the switch in an turning it will damage it.
Keep the keys in safe place, because losing the keys
meaning changing the switch as no other keys can use.
And do not forget the hazards from the chemicals in the
dark room they are toxic and need a very careful handling.
Before you make the hologram set up; find a suitable
laboratory where it can be darken with low noise .
Use a heavy laboratory bench and set your set up on it.
Construct a Michelson interferometer if you haven't
ready one as in figure 4. and test the effect of vibration
as discussed in the previous pages, and find the most
stable please with almost less vibration.
Align the special filter, if you have no experience with it
try to do this before the class room many times till it become easy for you to do it, do not worry if you not succeeded in the first time ( I personally did it in two day at
first time and now it takes few seconds only, and you will
be too).
The special filter use to get a uniform clear laser beam,
but you still can make the hologram without its pinhole
which the difficult part in alignment.
Dissolve the powder chemicals in the distilled water and
stir it gently till all dissolves , keep it in the plastic bottles,
you can write on each bottle what it contains .
Use the green light and try to mange the dark room under this light and be familiar with all equipment you need
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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS
THEORY OF HOLOGRAPHY

A simple hologram can be made by superimposing
two plane waves from the same light source on a holographic recording medium. The two waves interfere
giving a straight line fringe pattern whose intensity
varies sinusoidally across the medium. The spacing
of the fringe pattern is determined by the angle between the two waves, and on the wavelength of the
light.
The recorded light pattern is a diffraction grating.
When it is illuminated by only one of the waves used
to create it, it can be shown that one of the diffracted
waves emerges at the same angle as that at which
the second wave was originally incident so that the
second wave has been 'reconstructed'. Thus, the recorded light pattern is a holographic recording as defined above.
To record a hologram of a complex object, a laser
beam is first split into two separate beams of light.
One beam illuminates the object, which then scatters
light onto the recording medium. According
to diffraction theory, each point in the object acts as a
point source of light so the recording medium can be
considered to be illuminated by a set of point sources
located at varying distances from the medium.
The second (reference) beam illuminates the recording
medium directly. Each point source wave interferes with
the reference beam, giving rise to its own sinusoidal
zone plate in the recording medium. The resulting pattern is the sum of all these 'zone plates' which combine
to produce a random (speckle) pattern as in the photograph above.
When the hologram is illuminated by the original reference beam, each of the individual zone plates reconstructs the object wave which produced it, and these
individual wavefronts add together to reconstruct the
whole of the object beam. The viewer perceives a wavefront that is identical to the wavefront scattered from the
object onto the recording medium, so that it appears to
him or her that the object is still in place even if it has
been removed. This image is known as a "virtual" image, as it is generated even though the object is no
longer there.
A single-frequency light wave can be modelled by
a
complex
number
U,
which
represents
the electric or magnetic field of the light wave.
The amplitude and phase of the light are represented by
the absolute value and angle of the complex number.
The object and reference waves at any point in the holo-

graphic
system are given by UO and UR. The combined beam is
given by UO + UR. The energy of the combined beams is
proportional to the square of magnitude of the combined
waves as:

If a photographic plate is exposed to the two beams and
then developed, its transmittance, T, is proportional to
the light energy that was incident on the plate and is
given by

where k is a constant.
When the developed plate is illuminated by the reference beam, the light transmitted through the plate, UH is
equal to the transmittance T multiplied by the reference
beam amplitude UR, giving
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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS

It can be seen that UH has four terms, each representing a
light beam emerging from the hologram. The first of these is
proportional to UO. This is the reconstructed object beam
which enables a viewer to 'see' the original object even when it
is no longer present in the field of view.
The second and third beams are modified versions of the reference beam. The fourth term is known as the "conjugate object beam". It has the reverse curvature to the object beam
itself and forms a real image of the object in the space beyond
the holographic plate.
When the reference and object beams are incident on the holographic recording medium at significantly different angles, the
virtual, real and reference wavefronts all emerge at different
angles, enabling the reconstructed object to be seen clearly.
THE RECORDING MEDIA
The recording medium has to convert the original interference
pattern into an optical element that modifies either theamplitude or the phase of an incident light beam in proportion to the
intensity of the original light field.
The recording medium should be able to resolve fully all the
fringes arising from interference between object and reference
beam. These fringe spacings can range from tens
of micrometres to less than few nanometres, i.e. spatial frequencies ranging from a few hundred to several thousand cycles/mm, and ideally, the recording medium should have a
response which is flat over this range. If the response of the
medium to these spatial frequencies is low, the diffraction effi-

ciency of the hologram will be poor, and a dim image
will be obtained. Standard photographic film has a
very low or even zero response at the frequencies
involved and cannot be used to make a hologram see, for example, Kodak's professional black and
white film[ whose resolution starts falling off at 20
lines/mm, it is unlikely that any reconstructed beam
could be obtained using this film.
If the response is not flat over the range of spatial
frequencies in the interference pattern, then the resolution of the reconstructed image may also be degraded.
The table shows the principal materials used for holographic recording in laboratory. The resolution limit
given in the table indicates
the maximal number of interference lines/mm of the
gratings. The required exposure, expressed as millijoules (mJ) ( J=W.S )of photon energy impacting the
surface area, is for a long exposure time. Short exposure times (less than 1/1000 of a second, such as
with a pulsed laser) require much higher exposure
energies, due to reciprocity failure.
The required energy for the film or plate to expose,
means the energy falling on the film, ie. Tot the laser
beam power times the time, because we divided the
power by the beam splitter first, and than expand it
and the power falls on the film is the combination of
the expanded reference beam and the scattered
beam from the object ( how much the object is reflect
or scatter from the beam falls on it; depends on its
size, surface area and surface ability to defuse the

General properties of recording materials for holography. Source:
Material

Reusable

Processing

Type of hologram

Amplitude

Photographic emulsions

No

Dichromated gelatin

No

Wet

Phase

Photoresists

No

Wet

Photothermoplastics

Yes

Photopolymers
Photorefractives

Theoretical max- Required expoimum efficiency sure [mJ/cm2]

Resolution limit
[mm−1]

6%

Wet

1.5

5000

100%

100

10,000

Phase

30%

100

3,000

Charge and heat

Phase

33%

0.1 500–1,200

No

Post exposure

Phase

100%

10000

5,000

Yes

None

Phase

100%

10

10,000

Phase (bleached)

60%
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UO-11 RECORDING and RECONSTRUCTING of HOLOGRAMS
beam.
Teacher need to explain for his or her students the difference between holography and photography, types of holograms, the uses of holograms in different areas.

more opaque as it is exposed to more energy. This is plotted
as an HD curve of optical density vs. energy density of exposure.

And show the students some common holograms, as
those on IDs, credit cards, on book and what he or she
mad in the laboratory.

The procedure of processing the film or plate .

• Too little exposure = weak

First let us see some definitions :

• Too much = opaque

1. Expose: Silver halide (e.g. silver bromide) crystal
struck by photon. A Br+ ion is freed and captured by an
Ar+ ion. This forms a latent image.

•We
tional

want T proporto Exposure

har-

•Nonlinearities =
monics

•

use of dynamic

2. Develop: The developing agent donates electrons to
the grains, converting them to metallic silver. Exposed
grains convert more rapidly. Metallic silver is opaque,
so exposed areas become dark, creating a negative
image.
3. Stop: Dilutes and washes away the developing agent
which otherwise would eventually convert all of the
grains.
4. Fix: Unexposed silver halide crystals are dissolved,
leaving the converted silver grains. Up until this point,
the film is still light sensitive.

Full

range and linear recording are generally opposing goals
The exposure time , processing chemical preparation
and processing times depends on the material supplied
and so the teacher can get it from the specifications and
document with each material as it different from one
supplier to other.

5. Wash: Water is used to remove all the remaining
chemicals.
6. Dry: Water is removed by evaporations.
From the previous points, one would expect that film becomes
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The special filter:
Understanding Spatial Filters ( from Edmond optics web site)
Spatial Filters are designed to be used with lasers to
"clean up" the beam. Often times a laser system does not
produce a beam with a smooth intensity profile. In order
to produce a clean Gaussian beam, a spatial filter is used
to remove the unwanted multiple-order energy peaks and
pass only the central maximum of the diffraction pattern
(see illustration). Also, when a laser beam passes
through a system, dust in the air or on optical components can disrupt the beam and create scattered light.
This scattered light can leave unwanted ring patterns in
the beam profile. The spatial filter removes this additional
spatial noise from the system. The spatial filter assembly
consists of a microscope objective, a pinhole aperture,
and a positioning mechanism. The positioning mechanism has precision X-Y movements that center the pinhole at the focal point of the objective lens. The Objectives will provide a small spot . Choosing the correct pinhole and objective combination will yield optimal results.

4– Using a peace of paper align and focus the microscope lens to get a small laser spot on the position of
the pinhole as in the picture.

5– fix the beam splitter in its position , the coated surface ( the front face ) facing the special filter, align it to
steer the beam toward the third large mirror.
6– the part of the beam passing through the beam splitter falls on the second mirror.
7– fix and align the second mirror to steer the beam toward the object that get its scattering light toward the
plate .
8– use the table to hold the object.

So first need to align all the set up without the pin hole, as
follow.
1– hold the laser in its holder, in horizontal position, you
can check this by finding the height of the spot at the laser front and at a distant, use the six screw on the laser
holder to do this.
2– remove the shutter from its place.
3– align the first mirror to get the beam through the special filter lens ( after removing the pin hole)

9– now insert the shutter in its place , and can use the
controller to open it.
10– use the film holder to hold the photographic plate.
11– the plate is glass coated with some chemicals , the
coated face must face the laser beam, and you can
know this face by your finger if it is little wait, it is sticky.
12– now you can insert the pin hole and align it using
the two x-y screws or you can make your first holograms
and later use the pin hole, because it will takes time at
the first times.

pin hole with holder

Laser beam after special filter
Without pinhole

with pin hole
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THE SHUTTER CONTROLLER

After switching the shutter on.
1– select SET from the start, set & reset switch.
13– the hologram you made is a transmission hologram ,
and can view by inserting the plate back in its place after
processing, removing the object,, shining the laser , you
can see the object as it in its place.
14-for making a white light hologram or reflection hologram , you can use the film holder attached to the object
table with two screw ( included) as in the following figure .and make the exposure and chemical processing as
normal. But this need more care in handling the plate after exposure and during the processing, because any
movement to the coated material will destroy the fringes
of the hologram. And the mane thing is the vibration must
be absolutely zero.

From the buttons beside the reader, press SELECT
once, and using the SET select the digit and using the
UP button increase the reading or set it
2- to open the shutter for the set time only switch the
switch start, set & reset , to START. The shutter will
opens and the counter counts till reaches the sated time
and the shutter close and the timer stops.
3– to use same time you can use the first button beside
the reader START or the START on the start, set & reset switch.
4– to reset the time use the RESET on the start, set &
reset switch.

After processing you can use a spot light or normal sun
light to view the three dimensional image.

5– you can choose the time range using the switch

Other types of holograms as double exposure, real time
and cylindrical holograms can be obtained using this setup but it needs more experience.

Note: the shutter is an electric magnet so we not prefer
to keep it energized (open) if we not need it.

Exposing the photographic plate needs to find the suitable time for such power of laser beam. What ever the calculations are correct but still some terms not accounts so
finding the best exposure time can be done by trying
more than once after referring to the date sheet of the
plate and the chemicals .

9:59:59 / 59:59:9 seconds.

Use the long holder 2” with magnetic base for th etwo
mirrors and the short holders 1’’ with magnet base with
others.
The bases can move on the table tope smoothly and
holds on its surface strongly.
The experiment as all after setting and when out of use ,
can cover the base with cover to avoid any miss alignment or dust.

Its better not to wipe the optical parts, use the air blower
to remove the dust ( included )
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